REFERENDUM VOTE AT ELECTION TIME

All financial members (about 3,000) of the Adelaide University Union will be entitled to vote. Thirteen representatives are required from the following faculties: Agriculture, Agriculture Science (1), Arts (1), Commerce, Business, Business Administration (1), Education, Educational Administration (1), Liberal Arts (1), Physical Education (1), and Social Science (1).

POLICY SPEECHES
Candidates for all faculty representatives will be permitted to make policy speeches in the Lady Symon Hall at 1:19 p.m. on Tuesday, September 14. This is the day after nominations close.

In previous years, candidates have been permitted to make speeches for about ten minutes. They are now available for questioning by their prospective constituents and others who are interested in this particular field of student activity.

BY-ELECTION
There will also be a by-election for three vacancies on the 1949 S.R.C. These will be for the Faculty of Agriculture Science, Pharmacy and Physiotherapy, and Science.

Students under the faculties of Science, Education, Music, and Physical Education will consider as being included in the Faculty of Arts.

Students proceeding to an election and referendum and following the regulations of the by-election will be entitled to vote in the Convenor's Faculty, as well as in the other faculties. This will be decided by the Faculty of Arts.

Referendum
Although voting in the referendum is compulsory, the proposed amendments to the regulations of elections were passed, voting at every election and referendum would then become compulsory.

Students who failed to vote without sufficient reason would be fined £2.50.

The decision to hold the referendum has been made by the S.R.C. executive acting under powers conferred on it by the S.R.C. at a meeting on Monday, August 30, at a special meeting.

Students will be informed of the reason for the amendments.

Voting will take place at the same time as and place of all elections, faculty representatives.

Full context of the proposed amendments to regulations of elections are given on the reverse page.
Voting outside Uni.

VOTING for both faculty elections and the referendum will be carried out at the R.A.H., Dental Hospital, Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science, and the Law Library.

There will also be postal voting, the President of the S.R.C. (Mr. R. Reader) said today.

In the Refectory, for normal voting, the polling booth will be open from Monday, September 19, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Outside polling booths have been arranged for Friday, September 16, and Saturday, September 17.

ROYAL ADELAIDE HOSPITAL 10.00-10.30 a.m., 2.10-4.10 p.m. Medical faculty only.

INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL AND VETERINARY SCIENCE—Normal voting only.

and medical students only.

REFERENDUM QN.

Students will be asked if they approve of the proposed amendments, which are as follows:

COMPELLARY VOTING

A. Member of the Adelaide University Union who is not a student of the University shall vote at every election and referendum, and if he is not a member of a faculty, or if his studies are not completed, at the annual meeting of the Union or its branches.

B. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council.

C. In any referendum on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council, he shall vote in favour of the proposal even if the motion is defeated.

D. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

E. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

F. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

G. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

H. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

I. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

J. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

K. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

L. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

M. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

N. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

O. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

P. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

Q. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

R. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

S. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

T. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

U. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

V. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

W. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

X. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

Y. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

Z. He shall vote in all referenda on a proposal to increase the number of members of the Council even if the motion is defeated.

THE RETURN OF "ON HIT"

But definitely, "On Hit" returns to its full eight-page size next Monday.

Features of next week's issue will be—

• Inter-Varsity Sport
• Drama Festival Story
• Debates
• Procrust Review
• Easter Budlynday
• Fashion Supplement.

NEWS REPORTERS

None to be asked to write for the Reporter's Room to-day, thank you, to see if you have any assignments.

Note that "Q.D." will be published fort"nightly this term, so don't write any articles unless everyone does their share.

Resignations

At a recent S.R.C. meeting, the resignations of Harry Medlin and Dr. J. Inman (formerly Wadmore) were accepted with deep regret by the Council, at the same time expressing their best wishes for the future.

S.T.G. Play in Hut

British playwright, Terence Rattigan's play, "Parize Path," was performed at the University's student drama theatre this week.

The producer will be Murray Irving.

The play will be staged next Friday and Saturday—September 9 and 10—at 8 p.m.

Some of the play is an hotel near an R.A.F. station in war-time England.

Cast for the S.T.G. production includes Miss Betty Porter, Bruce Marsden, Marie Simmons, Frank O'Keefe, Helen Jones, Grant.

Harry, Graham Nunnith and Cyril Dowling.

There is no box office.

Fieldings: "From Java" and "The First Ward" at the corner.

Argonaut

BOOK SHOP

219 North Terrace, Adelaide

Medical Students!!

Watson London Service and Kilmor Microscopes
Diagostic and Dissecting Instruments

FOR THESE AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS—SEE

WATSON VICTOR LTD.
WATSON HOUSE, NORTH TERRACE (opp. University) G 4421

W.E.A. BOOKROOM
Green PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA...
Robinson: PHYSICAL OPTICS...
Addison: TREATMENT ON HYDRAULICS...
Pickles: MATHEMATICS...
Ford: PATHOLOGY...
Huskinson & Ruther: CLINICAL METHODS...
Town: APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY...
A.P.H.A.: CONTROL OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES...
Sandoz: PHARMACOLOGY...
Baldwin: PREVENTIVE MEDICINE...
Carter: MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE...
Baldwin: PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH...